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1. Introduction and technical boundary conditions

Due to its thermo-mechanical properties and the low sputtering rates for divertor conditions, tungsten (W) is currently regarded as the most viable choice for a plasma facing material in a fusion reactor. ASDEX Upgrade is operated with tungsten coated plasma facing components (PFCs) since its 2007 experimental campaign [1], a part of the heat shield is covered by magnetic P92 and Eurofer steel tiles for testing of DEMO PFCs from 2013 onwards [2]. A major effect of the tungsten coated
PFCs is the sputtering of tungsten atoms, which may enter the pedestal region and lead to radiative losses in the core plasma. Under certain conditions, accumulation of W ions near the plasma center occurs which can lead to confinement degradation, a H-L transition or the development of strong MHD modes. Prevention of W accumulation requires central (wave) heating to foster a high central W transport level which counteracts the neoclassical inward pinch and/or a sufficiently high gas puff level. The latter acts via SOL cooling (reduction of sputtered W flux) and W flushing out of the pedestal by ELMs. Scenarios which are most hampered by these measures are those requiring a low plasma density, like those with a high current drive fraction or the requirement of low pedestal collisionality, as needed for ELM mitigation or suppression by magnetic perturbations (MP). In addition to the high W influx, peaked density profiles intensify the neoclassical tungsten inward pinch [3]. For AUG operation, this means that respective experiments have to be performed with relatively fresh boronization. Boronizations cover up limiters and other PFC surfaces for a short time (about one operational day), and reduce the W sputtering by the reduction of other impurities content (a few weeks), which finally reduces the release of W to the plasma [4]. This allows a reduction of the D puff level, which is particularly important for current drive, fast ion and ELM mitigations studies. As will be shown in this paper, integration of the above mentioned scenarios in a larger device appears feasible, and in particular problems caused by the strong inward transport of W in the pedestal are expected to be relieved.

2. Tungsten related hardware upgrades

2.1 New 3-strap ICRF antennas

Enhanced sputtering of tungsten (W) has been a caveat for ICRF operation with all-W coated plasma facing components due to corresponding high radiative losses [6]. This problem has been ameliorated by the coating of antenna limiters with boron, however, a sustainable solution had to be found for a possible reactor application due to the too high erosion rates of low-Z elements. The enhanced release of W from limiters during ICRF operation is at least partly caused by ion acceleration in the sheath electric field which is produced by image currents in the antenna housing. An optimised 3-strap antenna was designed which is able to minimize the image currents by compensation of the fields generated by the central strap with those by the side straps [5]. Figure 1 shows the tungsten concentration in the plasma during operation of the new 3-strap antennas with W-coated limiters in comparison to the 2-strap antennas with boron coated limiters, as well as a comparison of 2-strap antenna pairs with W-coated and B-coated limiters prior to the installation of the 3-strap antennas. The new 3-strap antenna pair with W-coated limiters performs comparably well as the old 2-strap antenna with B-coated limiters. The positive effect of central ICRF heating with the new 3-strap antennas for W accumulation avoidance can be seen from the central W concentration rise after ICRF switch-off at $t = 6.5$ s in the middle figure. A similar rise of the central W concentration after ICRF switch-off takes place also in #27559 (not shown in figure 1), here the NBI power...
has reduced from 7.5 to 5 MW simultaneously. Additional improvement of ICRF operation is achieved from local gas puffing in the vicinity of the antennas, which has also been found to improve the power coupling [7].

2.2. Divertor III with massive tungsten tiles

Since 2014, AUG is equipped with the outer divertor III consisting of massive tungsten tiles in the power wetted regions [8]. During plasma operation, different types of cracks developed in all of the 128 tiles, as shown in figure 2. Such cracks were not observed in previous heat flux tests in the GLADIS device [8]. In addition to the temporally smooth thermo-elastic stresses, forces occuring during disruptions and ELM loads are made responsible for the crack formation. An underlying reason for the crack formation is the low operating temperature of the AUG divertor, which results in a high brittleness of the W tiles. This behaviour may be reminiscent of a future DEMO divertor which is operated at higher temperature, but exhibits an elevated ductile-brittle transition temperature due to degradation by neutrons. The crack formation, despite partially going through the full tile depth, did neither cause a partial tile loss nor forced a machine opening. Since this can not be excluded for subsequent campaigns, counter measures are taken during the current machine vent. FEM calculations suggest that a vertical cut/castellation of the tiles will ameliorate the formation of cracks and their propagation in poloidal direction. Therefore, the inner 6 out of 8 tiles of a divertor segment are being castellated. For the remaining 2 side tiles, a different solution is applied: a much more ductile W-Ni/Fe material [9] will be used, which showed no cracks during tests under high power divertor conditions with the manipulator DIM-II. The segregation of Ni and Fe at high surface temperatures around 1500 °C is not expected to hamper AUG operation.

3. Scenario development

3.1. Non-inductive operation

Studies for non-inductive operation are done on AUG usually in the first week after a boronization, since a low core density and high temperatures are a prerequisite for high neutral beam current drive (NBCD) and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) efficiencies. Discharges aiming at non-inductive operation usually work at high normalized pressure, $\beta_0 \approx 3N$, use an optimized shape and low gas puff values [10]. The safety factor $q$ is aimed to remain above 1.5 to avoid sawteeth and NTMs with helicities up to a $m/n=3/2$. Figure 3 shows time traces of a discharge where about full non-inductive operation could be achieved with NBCD and ECCD [11] at a plasma current $I_p = 0.8$ MA and a line-averaged density of $n_e = 5 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$. About 35% of the plasma current are driven by NBCD. Pre-emptive ECCD is used to obtain an optimized current profile. The equilibrium has been reconstructed with a novel code based on integrated data analysis [12] using all available data including Faraday rotation polarimetry and motional Stark effect (MSE) polarimetry. The MSE diagnostic was found to be affected by interference from polarized background light, resulting from (polarizing) reflections by the tungsten wall. Corresponding systematic errors of the MSE angles are taken into account in the analysis and limit the accuracy of the equilibrium reconstruction to $\delta q \approx \pm 0.2$. The self-generated bootstrap current provided about 50% of the total current. Due to the high $\beta$ values, this scenario is situated close to the no-wall MHD limit. The central tungsten concentration is about

![Figure 3. Time traces and profiles of non-inductive AUG discharge #32305. NBI heating power is 10.5 MW, ECRH 2.7 MW, plasma current $I_p = 0.8$ MA, $B_t = -2.5$ T, $q_{95} \approx -5.3$.](image)
We have $\frac{n_w}{n_e} = 1 \times 10^{-4}$, resulting in about 0.7 MW tungsten radiative losses, which is small compared to the heating power of 15 MW. Dedicated discharges with off-axis NBCD were performed to check the consistency of FIDA and MSE measurements with TRANSP simulations, using improved analyses [13]. For MHD quiescent conditions, FIDA signals during on-axis NBCD are well reproduced by TRANSP with low levels of anomalous fast ion transport. In the off-axis case, moderate discrepancies between simulated and measured FIDA radial profiles remain [14].

Figure 4. Time traces of a discharge with full ELM suppression by magnetic perturbations with a toroidal mode number $n = 2$, $q_{95} = -3.7$. W blips are introduced at 3.5 and 4.5 s by dedicated ICRF with detuned phasing.

Figure 5. Fractional ELM pedestal energy loss versus pedestal density for low collisionality conditions $\nu_{\text{PED}}^* = 0.1...1$ [18]. Reproduced from [18]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

Figure 6. Lissajous diagrams following the temporal evolution between $v_E \times B$ and $v_{\text{dis}}$ at three different radial positions during limit cycle oscillations [27]. The $E \times B$ flow is measured by fast charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS). The length of the time interval shown is 1.8 ms. Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [27]. Copyright 2017 IAEA.

3.2. ELM mitigation and suppression

Full suppression of ELMs using resonant magnetic perturbations could be obtained in collaboration with DIII-D, where a triangularity dependence of the ELM suppression threshold had been detected in AUG similarity studies [15]. Time traces of a corresponding discharge are shown in figure 4. The ELM suppression is accompanied by a strong density...
pump-out, while the energy confinement is moderately degraded. With the vanishing ELM flushing during ELM suppression, accumulation of tungsten in the core plasma has been regarded as possible issue. However, and in contrast to classical ELM-free periods in between type-I ELMs, the tungsten concentration inside the pedestal and in the plasma center remains about $10^{-4}$ in ELM suppressed AUG discharges, causing moderate radiative losses ($\approx 0.4$ MW) due to the low plasma density. Tungsten influx pulses brought into the edge deliberately by ICRF with detuned phasing do not exhibit prolonged decay times in the central W radiation. This suggests a particle transport mechanism which at least partly compensates the lack of ELM losses. ELM mitigation by magnetic perturbation in AUG generally correlates with a reduction of the pedestal density (density pumpout), and hence a reduction of the pedestal pressure and the global energy confinement. The strength of the density reduction depends on the degree of coupling of the external perturbation field to ideal modes that are amplified by the edge pressure gradient and edge current density [16] [17]. Figure 5 shows this correlation for a wide range of experimental conditions at low pedestal collisionality, including phase scans of the magnetic perturbation [18]. If, e.g. the density pumpout is recovered by pellet injection [19], the ELM size also increases. The pedestal density cannot be directly used for extrapolation to a larger device. Since the collisionality also plays a role in ELM mitigation by RMPs, further work is required for the development of an ELM loss scaling in dimensionless parameters. Recovery of energy confinement may be at least partly achieved by parameter optimization of the MP spectrum and fueling [20]. It should be noted that the peak ELM heat flux at the target, which constitutes the main engineering constraint on the ELM size, was found for type-I ELMs to scale linearly with the pedestal pressure for all experimental conditions, with a factor 3 variation remaining in heat flux at a given pressure [21, 22].

4. Pedestal stability and confinement

The pedestal is the key area determining the total plasma stored energy as well as the impurity content of H-mode plasmas in AUG. Considerable changes in energy confinement, ELM behaviour and L-H power threshold have been observed during the change from C to W walls.

4.1. L-H transition and pedestal radial electric field

The reduction of the L-H power threshold by about 25% during the change from carbon to tungsten PFCs has been explained by steeper edge density profiles at the same input power, and hence a steeper neo-classical $E_r$ well with W walls [23]. The deepening $E_r$ well eventually induces the transition to H-mode via its associated radially sheared flow [24]. Modelling with the EMC3-Eirene code revealed
the higher energy reflection coefficients of W walls compared to carbon as the underlying reason for steeper density profiles for relatively low edge density conditions [25]. Measurements of the edge radial electric field [26], in particular during the L-H transition, have been continued with improved temporal resolution. Up to the diagnostic time resolution of 100 $\mu$s, the radial electric field in the pedestal appears to be neoclassical, i.e. the main ions are almost at rest since their $E \times B$ rotation cancels the diamagnetic drift [27]. In this picture, the ion pressure gradient is the dominant parameter for the L-H transition, and hence the ion heat flux at the plasma edge [28].

Limit cycle oscillations in the I-phase preceding the L-H transition exhibit large turbulence amplitudes which are always accompanied by weaker gradients and lower $E_r$. A correlation analysis revealed that, within the experimental resolution, the evolution of all three quantities is simultaneous. A shown in figure 6, the $E \times B$ rotation cancels the ion diamagnetic drift also during the oscillations. This result suggests no large contribution from zonal flows to the radial electric field and to the L-H transition mechanism at least on the resolved timescale. The limit cycle oscillations exhibit an ELM-like behaviour: Particles and energy are expelled during each turbulent phase [29].

$B_i$ scans during the L-H transition confirmed that the ion sheared flow $v_{E \times B}$ and not $E_r$ is the important player, which explains the $B_i$ dependence of the power threshold. Transport studies on the isotope effect of the L-H transition revealed an about a factor of two higher ion heat flux for hydrogen compared to deuterium at the transition [28]. Since the L-H transition occurs at about the same edge plasma parameters in H and D, and hence the same $E_r$, the higher power threshold is mainly due to the higher ion heat transport in L-mode in this gas.

4.2. Energy confinement variation with impurity seeding

After transition to full metallic PFC devices, a reduction of energy confinement has been observed under certain experimental conditions both in ASDEX Upgrade and in JET [30] [31]. The reduction has been attributed to the absence of a low-Z edge radiating species and a shift to higher core electron densities. Good confinement could be recovered—for a broad experimental parameter range in AUG and certain scenarios in JET—by nitrogen or carbon (CD$_4$) seeding. Different potential mechanisms capable of causing a confinement improvement during low-Z impurity seeding have been discussed in the past [32], but none of them appeared sufficiently strong to solely explain the up to about 30% increase in stored energy. Recently, the inward shift of the pedestal density profile was identified as the underlying reason for a higher pedestal stability during nitrogen seeding in AUG [33]: The reduction of the high field side high density (HFSD) pattern due to the
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enhanced SOL radiation during nitrogen seeding [34, 35] effects the fueling in the X-point region in a way that leads to an inward shift of the density profile and a reduction of the separatrix density. It cannot be fully ruled out that a possible anomalous inward particle pinch in the pedestal region changes with impurity seeding and contributes to the inward shift of the density profile. A dedicated analysis of the density build-up in the pedestal after the L-H transition revealed low pinch values around $-0.5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, however a range between 0 and $-5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ could not be excluded due to the uncertainties involved [36].

Since the temperature profile is anchored at the separatrix, the inward shift of the density profile leads to an inward shift of the high pressure gradient region. As a consequence, the edge high shear region, which is favourable for the stability, is moved inward as well. Figure 7 shows experimental pedestal pressure values as a function of separatrix density for different gas puff and seeding conditions. In addition, the maximum pedestal top pressure for a predictive stability analysis is shown for arbitrary radial shifts of the density profile [33]. Beta and $Z_{\text{eff}}$ have been kept fixed in this case, and variations of the temperature and density profile shapes are used to obtain realistic pressure profiles for this artificial scan. Overall, the experimental trend for the separatrix density dependence of the pedestal top pressure is well matched. Individual experimental pedestal top values are also well matched by the stability calculations. It has to be kept in mind, that for experimental seeding scans, an interplay of different mechanisms affects the pedestal stability beyond the effect of the density profile shift, namely the positive effect of an increased $\beta / \text{Shafranov shift}$ and the effect of $Z_{\text{eff}}$ reducing the bootstrap current [32, 37].

4.3. Mode activity correlating with pedestal profile clamping

Kinetic ballooning modes [39] are theoretically considered for the clamping of the pedestal pressure profile, which is observed in ASDEX Upgrade over several milliseconds before an ELM occurs. Figure 8 shows ELM-synchronized magnetic fluctuations associated to the clamping of the pedestal pressure [38]. A fit to the estimated $E \times B$ rotation velocity in the steep gradient region for different discharges yields a toroidal mode number around $n = -11$, which is in line with results from mode number analysis using 5 toroidally separated ballooning coils in the outer midplane for selected cases. The minus sign refers to counter-current (electron diamagnetic) rotation. The presence of magnetic fluctuations on the high field side does not correspond to a ballooned mode structure, which is expected for an instability that is driven by the pressure gradient on the LFS. The modes are not regarded to be ELM-precursor modes, since they may remain under quasi-stationary conditions for several milliseconds, and their occurrence / non-occurrence may lead to the existence of two different main ELM frequencies in a single discharge phase [40].

5. Power exhaust

5.1. High power detachment with Ar and X-point radiating zone

Power exhaust studies were continued aiming at maintaining detached conditions at higher heating powers. Argon is a suitable radiative cooling species for the outer core and pedestal region. Experiments have been conducted aiming at the achievement of detachment with Ar as only seed impurity at
high power, complementing previous studies with nitrogen seeding for detachment by divertor radiation [41]. Figure 9 shows time traces of a high power discharge with constant Ar seeding. Different discharge states are obtained by stepping down 3 NBI sources resulting in a variation of the total heating power from 26 to 18 MW. After the 2nd power step, at \( t = 4.35 \) s, a radiating zone develops at and inside the separatrix slightly above the X-point, resembling the transition to pronounced detachment during nitrogen seeding [41]. The radiation inside the X-point is connected to divertor detachment, a substantial increase of line-averaged and pedestal density and a reduction of ELM size from about 9% to 5% of the total stored energy, and lower W divertor sputtering and W core content. Later on, at \( t = 5.05 \) s, an increase of ELM frequency and further reduction of ELM size to about 1.5% of \( W_{\text{HfSHD}} \) occurs. Bolometer tomography shows a reduction of the HfSHD radiation with the occurrence of the X-point radiator, and also a reduction of the outer divertor radiation. The Langmuir probe closest to the separatrix, situated 4 cm in the SOL along the target, records a reduction of heat flux and electron pressure by an order of magnitude between \( t = 4.1 \) and 4.7 s. Energy confinement is reduced by the presence of a 3/2 neoclassical tearing mode throughout the time interval shown, \( H_{98} \) appears to decrease during the X-point radiation formation by 15%, but 10% reduction are just caused by the density rise and the \( n_{e}^{0.41} \) dependence of \( H_{98} \). The pedestal electron pressure stays constant over this transition, a moderate drop is just observed during the transition to very small ELMs. The X-point radiating regime with pronounced detachment may become an interesting ITER or DEMO scenario. Although the detachment is more pronounced than the partial detachment required by ITER PFCs, the reduced ELM size, increased density and reduced W sputtering are assets. Once developed, the X-point radiating regime appears stable and suited for active control, e.g. by bolometry line integrals.

5.2. Divertor impurity enrichment

An important issue in scenarios with low-Z divertor seeding (N, Ne) is the dilution of the main plasma by the seeded species, which will be tightly limited in reactor burning scenarios. The divertor enrichment \( E \) is the experimental parameter which relates the divertor concentration of an impurity to the concentration in the core. \( E \) is calculated as

\[
E = \frac{\Gamma_{Z}}{Z \Gamma_{D}} \frac{n_{Z}}{n_{e}}
\]  

(1)

\( \Gamma_{Z,D} \) are the valve fluxes measured in electrons s\(^{-1} \), \( n_{Z} \) is the outer core impurity density, typically derived at \( \rho_{p} = 0.8 \) to avoid central peaking effects and minimise uncertainties in CXRS measurements. \( n_{e} \) is the electron density at the same location. (The charge \( Z \) enters since the valve flux is measured in electrons s\(^{-1} \), \( Z = 7 \) for N and \( Z = 10 \) for Ne). Valve fluxes are used because no appropriate direct measurement of the divertor impurity density is available. The ratio of the valve fluxes, assuming a balance of puffing and pumping, corresponds to the particle fluxes in the divertor. Since high power exhaust scenarios require concentrations of several % of the seed impurity in the divertor [43], enrichment values around 3–5 are at least required to keep core concentrations \( c_{Z} \) below 1–2%. Figure 10 shows enrichment values obtained for N and Ne under different H-mode conditions. There is a trend for increasing \( E \) with ELM frequency, but obviously \( f_{\text{ELM}} \) is not the only important parameter. The lower enrichment of Ne in comparison to N is supposed to be partly caused by the higher ELM frequency during N seeding. Other effects will be the longer ionisation mean free path of Ne [35], reducing its confinement in the divertor, and a slightly higher neoclassical inward drift of Ne in the pedestal. Pellets help to increase E (see also section 6), trivially by the D fueling, but maybe also by increased impurity outflux in the pedestal. The overall lower divertor enrichment of Ne compared to N contributes to the fact that N is the more successful divertor radiating species in AUG.
Figure 13. Evaluation of the neoclassical tungsten pedestal-separatrix density peaking factor, $f_{nw} = n_{W, ped} / n_{W, sep}$ for an artificial machine size scan. $f_{nw}$ decreases with increasing $T_{ped}$.

6. Scenario integration and extrapolation

The combination of low pedestal collisionality (required for ELM mitigation or suppression) and low divertor temperatures will only be possible in a large device. The larger size results naturally in a higher pedestal temperature, and makes the density in the SOL and in the pedestal region more independent due to a more opaque SOL. Since the edge temperature profile will be largely determined by the power flux, optimization of the edge pressure profile will rely mainly on the density profile. Possible actuators here are the fuelling obtained from the divertor / X-point region and the particle source provided by pellet injection. Figure 11 shows time traces of a discharge with a combination of line-averaged density control by pellet injection and divertor temperature / heat flux control by nitrogen seeding. Both controllers work combined without interference problems. Also shown is the nitrogen divertor enrichment. The enrichment $E$ is understood as a smoothed version of the time trace shown, since averaging effects of wall particle uptake and enrichment $E$ is understood as a smoothed version of the time constant of the divertor have to be taken into account. Figure 12 shows pedestal profiles and a release and the time constant of the divertor have to be shown variation of neoclassical effects with pedestal parameters suggests much more favourable conditions regarding W accumulation in large devices.

7. Conclusions and outlook

Individual scenarios have been developed in ASDEX Upgrade which favourably extrapolate to large devices like ITER or DEMO. Full integration of these elements: non-inductive operation, power exhaust, ELM mitigation/suppression cannot be obtained in a device of AUG size since the high edge density required for power exhaust is not compatible to a low pedestal top collisionality, which is supposed to be
required for ELM suppression. The higher degree of opacity in a larger machine with a geometrically broader SOL should allow the de-coupling of the pedestal top and SOL densities. Future studies are required to pin down the governing plasma parameters for the accessibility of ELM suppression by magnetic perturbations, since AUG data points towards a role of the absolute density value in contrast to mere collisionality. Restrictions of the AUG operational space caused by the presence of tungsten walls are expected to be relaxed by less inward-directed neoclassical impurity transport due to the stronger pedestal temperature gradient screening. In addition, the role of neoclassical W transport in the core is expected to be much smaller in a reactor plasma compared to current devices, resulting in less charge-dependent inward directed convective transport [46]. Another positive element will come from improved ICRF antennas, further pursuing the development path of the new 3-strap antennas in AUG, which could significantly reduce the release of tungsten ions.

A qualitative picture about the role of gas puffing on power exhaust and confinement is developing. While a high neutral pressure in the divertor is required to achieve detachment at high $\rho_{Te} / R$, a high separatrix density may lead to an unfavourable location of the density profile. Here, a more opaque SOL in a large device may be helpful, provided pellet fueling can be obtained deep enough in the pedestal region to provide a source profile being compatible to the desired density gradient location. Ideally, the pellet fueling should be tailored to optimize the edge pressure profile regarding stability and ELM size.

Very high values of the divertor enrichment $E \approx 10$ for nitrogen have been measured during pellet fueling, allowing the combination of a high divertor radiation with low core plasma dilution. For standard conditions, neon shows a longer ionization mean free path for Ne compared to N. This work has been carried out within the framework of the EU Fusion and training programme 2014-2018 under grant agreement number 633053. The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission.
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